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1 Executive Summary 
This report is a summary of the NowDrive project, NowDrive is an application that focuses 
on calculating car routes from point A to point B with safety in mind and to avoid 
potentially dangerous roads that are accident prone. The target group for this application 
would be New or Learner drivers which would help them plot easier and safer routes 
which helps them avoid possible accidents that may lower insurance premiums if accident 
free for the first 5 years of getting the insurance.  

The report addresses various headings that discusses a wide variety of details about the 
project. A high-level view of the current state of NowDrive would be that currently where 
the project stands it has a very solid backbone that can easily be worked from, it also 
achieves all requirements outlined in this document.  

There are however no APIs or sources of data that can be utilized for the calculation of 
routes as required currently and, in its place, static data had been created manually by 
referencing the map of collisions in Ireland provided by the RSA (RSA, n.d.) to be used in 
the calculation of routes. This has resulted in the number of accidents in the IFSC area 
being as the only factor in the algorithm when calculating routes. Regardless, all features 
are functional and scaling upwards to support additional factors can easily be 
implemented once the data is made available. 

2 Introduction 
2.1 Background 

I undertook this project as I wish to fill a gap in the GPS/Navigation application market as 
I feel there is no GPS/Navigation mobile application out there with the focus being finding 
the safest possible route from point A to point B. The reason why this is important is that 
it would help keep insurance costs low as the application will help you avoid risky roads 
for driving, this is especially good for New and Learner drivers as the first 5 years of their 
insurance are crucial for keeping it as claim free as possible to help lower the cost of 
insurance after the 5-year period. 

2.2 Aims 
What this project aims to achieve is the following:  

Provide an android mobile application with navigation features for the user. 

Implementation of an algorithm to calculate saftest possible route for the user but at the 
same time is not too long of a route. 

Provide information to the user regarding various choices of routes. 

To be deployed around the IFSC area. 

Have a Login/Registration feature for the user and provide an interface for optional 
feedback to improve quality of the mobile application. 
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2.3 Technology 
There are various technologies that have been used or considered for this project: 

• Android Studio: This is an IDE that will be used to develop the application, it is used 
android app development and contains various languages primarily Kotlin/Java 
and XML. 

• Java: This is one of the programming languages I will be using which is used for the 
logical aspects of the application such as the algorithm, running specific tasks 
when certain buttons are pressed, handling of data and communication with the 
database. 

• XML: This is another programming language I will be using and it’s primarily used 
for the GUI elements in Android Studio and how data would be presented to the 
user. 

• Firebase: Is a cloud database which is supported by Android Studio and is provided 
by google and contains all the features that you would expect from a cloud 
database provider with a free plan.  

• Google Maps API: The google maps API will be used as a display for the map where 
markers are set, and the polyline would be displayed onto. 

• HERE Directions API: This API is used in the creation of a polyline that would be 
displayed on the google maps API showcasing the route. 

• data.gov.ie API: This API was supposed to be responsible for gathering and 
handling historical data to be used in route calculation however due to unforeseen 
circumstances (see headings 3.3.4, 4.2 and 5) it was replaced with static data. 

• data.tii.ie API: This API was supposed to be responsible for gathering and handling 
concurrent data such as weather and congestion of a route to be used in it’s 
calculation however due to unforeseen circumstances (see headings 3.3.4, 4.2 and 
5) it could no longer be considered part of the calculation. 

2.4 Structure 
The following structure of this document will be: 

• Executive Summary: A high-level summary of the report regarding the NowDrive 
mobile application. 

• Introduction: Description of the Background, Aims, Technologies and structure of 
the report. 

• System: The technical aspect of the report discussing Requirements, Design & 
Architecture, Implementation, Graphical Interfaces and Testing and Evaluation.  

• Conclusions: Outlines the advantages and disadvantages of NowDrive currently 
and concludes all details about functionality of the application. 

• Further Development or Research: An in-depth outlined consideration of future 
development for NowDrive. 

• Appendices: Includes attached relevant documentation. 
• Technical Report References: Includes references related to the technical report.  
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3 System 
3.1 Requirements 
3.1.1 Functional Requirements 

The functional requirements for NowDrive are in the following order: 

1. User Login: Very High Priority 
2. User Registration: Very High Priority 
3. Map Route: High Priority 
4. User Forgetting Password: High Priority 
5. User Settings: Medium Priority 

3.1.1.1 Requirement 1: User login 
3.1.1.1.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement is addressing the login for the User and it is a very high priority 
as this requirement is fundamental because the User will need to log in to use the 
features provided by NowDrive and the processes outlined in this requirement will 
need to have a near perfect implementation on the NowDrive application.  

3.1.1.1.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to provide a login feature to the user. 

Description 

This use case describes the process of the user logging into the NowDrive 
application. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user has an account already created. 
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Activation 

This use case starts when User starts the application which lands them on the 
Login page and they wish to log into the Application. 

Main flow 

1. The User lands on the Login Page.  
2. The User inputs Email and Password. 
3. The Mobile Application and Firebase Database Verify the inputted Email and 

Password (See E1). 
4. The User Passes verification and lands on Home Page. 

Alternate flow 

No Alternative flows for this use case. 
 

Exceptional flow 

E1 : Account Verification Failure 
1. Account Verification Fails for the User 
2. The use case continues at position 1 of the main flow 
 

Termination 

The User successfully passes the Account Verification and lands on the Home 
Page. 

Post condition 

The user is logged in and on the home page. 

3.1.1.2 Requirement 2: User Registration 
3.1.1.2.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement is addressing the registration of a new account by the user and 
it is a very high priority because if the user is not able to register a new account 
they will not be able to log into the NowDrive Application and use it’s features. 
This will need to have a near perfect implementation code wise on the application 
to make sure it works as intended. 

3.1.1.2.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to provide a system where the user can register a 
new account. 

Description 

This use case describes the process of the user creating a new account on the 
NowDrive mobile application. 
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Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user has no existing account. 

Activation 

This use case starts when User starts the application which lands them on the 
Login page and they don’t have an account wishing to create a new account with 
NowDrive. 

Main flow 

1. The User lands on the Login Page.  
2. The User navigates to Registration Page. 
3. The User inputs their Email and Password. 
4. The User inputs their Password again. 
5. NowDrive performs a check on the inputted information (See E1) 
6. Firebase verifies Email. 
7. The User lands back on the Login Page. 

 
Alternate flow 

No Alternative Flows. 
 

Exceptional flow 

E1 : Password and Email Check Failure 
1. Password and Email Check fails for User 
2. The use case continues at position 2 of the main flow. 
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Termination 

Email verification sent and User is redirected to Login Page. 

Post condition 

The user had registered an account and has landed back on the Login Page. 

3.1.1.3 Requirement 3: Map Route 
3.1.1.3.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement is addressing how the User interacts with the NowDrive 
Application when they wish to map a route using the application. This is a high 
priority although it is not fundamental to the functioning of this application it is 
important as it addresses the main aim of the NowDrive Application, and it is the 
main feature being provided. 

3.1.1.3.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to map the route for the User upon request. 

Description 

This use case describes the flow of how the route would be plotted for the User. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The User has an account. 

Activation 
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This activates when the User opens up the app and wishes to find a route. 

Main flow 

1. The User logs in (See Requirement 1) 
2. The User lands on the Home Page (See A1) 
3. The User plots two points on the Home Page 
4. Routes are then calculated with the given two points on the map using the 

Google Maps API, data.tii.ie API, data.gov.ie API. 
5. The routes are then displayed using the Google Maps API and NowDrive 

Mobile Application System. 
6. The User chooses a Route 
7. The User can see the Display Map 

 
Alternate flow 

A1: Previous Route 
1. The User lands on Home Page. 
2. The User can view routes previously calculated with a press of a button 

which will load on the map replacing the current route.  
Exceptional flow 

There are not exceptional flows. 

Termination 

The use case ends once a map is displayed with the routes.  

Post condition 

The user has a route that they are following. 

3.1.1.4 Requirement 4: User Forgetting Password 
3.1.1.4.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement is addressing the Password reset requirement for the User if they 
forget their password, this has a priority of High because if the User is unable to 
reset their password and use their account they will not be able to use the 
NowDrive Application. 

3.1.1.4.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to provide a forget password feature so that the 
User can reset their password if forgotten. 

Description 

This use case describes the process of how the User will be able to reset their 
password in NowDrive. 

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The User has an existing account but they forgot their password. 

Activation 

This use case starts when they open the mobile application and wishes to reset 
their password as they had forgotten it. 

Main flow 

1. The User lands on the Login Page. 
2. The User navigates to the Password Reset Page. 
3. The User Inputs their Email. 
4. The Email goes through verification process with Firebase and Mobile 

application checks (See E1). 
5. The Email is verified and by the mobile application and Firebase and an 

email is sent to the User. 
6. The password is updated via email by the user and is updated on the 

application and Firebase database. 
7. User land on Login Page. 

 
Alternate flow 

There are no alternative flows 
 

Exceptional flow 

E1 : Email verification fails 
1. Email verification fails for User 
2. The use case continues at position 2 of the main flow. 

Termination 

The User successfully resets his password using the email send to them and is 
back on the Login Page. 

Post condition 
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The User had successfully reset their password which is updated on the firebase 
database and would be able to log in (See requirement 1) with the new password 
and is currently back on the Login Page.  

3.1.1.5 Requirement 5: User Settings 
3.1.1.5.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement is addressing how the User interacts with the Settings in the 
NowDrive mobile application, this has a priority of medium as it is not fundamental 
to the operations of the mobile application but more of a quality of life and giving 
the user more options, such as changing their Email and Password as well as 
removing their account if they want. 

3.1.1.5.2 Use Case 
Scope 

The scope of this use case is to provide Settings to the User so that they can 
change their email or passwords or, remove their account. 

Description 

This use case describes the process of how the User will be able to interact with 
the Settings in the NowDrive mobile application.  

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The User has an existing account. 

Activation 
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This use case starts when he opens the mobile application and wishes to go to his 
settings. 

Main flow 

1. The User logs in (See Requirement 1) 
2. The User lands on the Home Page 
3. The User navigates to the Settings Page (See A1, A2 and A3) 

 
Alternate flow 

A1: Change Email 
1. The User Changes their email 
2. The NowDrive Mobile Application verifies the account (See E1) 
3. The Details are updated by the Firebase Database and NowDrive Mobile 

Application 
4. User lands on Login Page 

 
A2: Change Password 

1. The User Changes their Password 
2. The NowDrive Mobile Application verifies the account (See E1) 
3. The Details are updated by the Firebase Database and NowDrive Mobile 

Application 
4. User lands on Login Page 

 
 
                     A3: Delete Account 

1. The User deletes their account which is updated on the firebase 
database as well. 

2. The NowDrive Mobile Application verifies the account (See E1) 
3. The Details are updated by the Firebase Database and NowDrive 

Mobile Application 
4. The User lands on the Login Page 

 
Exceptional flow 

E1 : Password or Email change verification fails 
1. Password or Email verification fails for User 
2. The use case continues at position 3 of the main flow. 

Termination 

The User accessed the settings and/or removed their account, changed their 
password, changed their email. 

Post condition 

The User had accessed the Settings and/or removed their account, changed their 
password, changed their email for their account. 
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3.1.2 Data Requirements 
There are various data requirements that have been identified and are in the 
following order:  

1. User Login, Registration and Settings 
2. Map Route  

3.1.2.1 Requirement 1: Account Data 
The following table below describes the data in an “Account” object addressing 
login, registration and settings functional requirements, this object contains the 
data addressing those three requirements and will need to be implemented onto 
both the application and Firebase database. 

Attribute: Data Type: 
UID (Primary Key) int 
email String 
password String 
routes Route[] 

Table 1: Account Object Attributes and Type 

3.1.2.2 Requirement 2: Map Data  
The following table describes the data being used in the Map Route requirement 
and is represented in a data flow diagram using Yourdon and Coad notation. This 
shows the relationship between the APIs implemented in NowDrive that supports 
the Map Route requirement. 

 
Figure 3.1: Data flow Diagram Map Route 

The route data object is primarily used and stored locally on the app but the 
chosen route will be added to a Routes Stack if they ever want to check their 
previous chosen routes in the same app instance. Below is a table describing the 
attributes and type for the “Route” object. 
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Table 2: Route Object Attributes and Type 

Attribute: Data Type: 
route_id (Primary Key) int 
route_name String 
originLat double 
originLng double 
destLat double 
destLng double 
polyline String 
avoidHighways Boolean 
avoidTolls Boolean 
duration int 
length int 

 

3.1.3 User Requirements 
There are various user requirements that have been currently identified and is in 
the following order: 

1. Login: Very High Priority  
2. Register new account: Very High Priority 
3. Plot Two points: High Priority 
4. Receive Routes: High Priority 
5. Choose Routes: High Priority 
6. Search Saved Routes: High Priority 
7. View Previous Created Routes: High Priority 
8. View Map/Route on map: High Priority 
9. Alter Account/Remove Account: Medium Priority 

3.1.3.1 Requirement 1: Login 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to login into the 
mobile application as it would allow them to use the features provided by 
NowDrive making this requirement a Very High Priority. 

3.1.3.2 Requirement 2: Register new account. 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to register an new 
account with NowDrive which then can be used to log into the NowDrive 
application and because you need to have an account to use NowDrive features 
this is a Very High Priority. 

3.1.3.3 Requirement 3: Plot Two Points 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to plot two points on 
the google maps API of their choosing if it is within the IFSC area. This has a high 
priority as it is one of the main features of the NowDrive application. 
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3.1.3.4 Requirement 4: Receive Routes 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to receive multiple 
routes from the two points they had plotted within the IFSC area and has a high 
priority because of it being one of the main features. 

3.1.3.5 Requirement 5: Choose Routes 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to choose a route 
they want from the provided number of routes from NowDrive and has a high 
priority as it is one of the main features of the NowDrive application. 

3.1.3.6 Requirement 6: Search Saved Routes 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to search of 
previously saved routes that is stored on the database and when selected it would 
replace the current route with the selected one from the database. 

3.1.3.7 Requirement 7: View Previously Created Routes 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to view previously 
created routes with a press of a button, which would replace the current routes 
with routes that have been created previously.  

3.1.3.8 Requirement 8: View Map/Route on map 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to view the map 
with or without routes present on it and has a high priority as it is a main feature 
of the NowDrive application.  

3.1.3.9 Requirement 9: Alter Account/Remove Account 
This requirement acknowledges that the user should be able to change their Email 
and/or Password or remove their account if they wish to do so, this has a medium 
priority as it is a more of a quality-of-life feature and doesn’t greatly impact the 
fundamentals of the NowDrive application and isn’t a main feature. 

3.1.4 Environmental Requirements 
There are two environmental requirements which is in the following order: 

1. Device: Very High Priority 
2. Internet Connection: Very High Priority 

3.1.4.1 Requirement 1: Device 
This environmental requirement acknowledges that the device will need to be 
operational on an android smartphone with the android version 5.X or greater and 
must have the minimum specifications of the following: 

• CPU: Quad Core 1.2GHz 
• RAM(GB): 2 
• Internal (GB): 16 
• Supports: Geolocation  
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This is a Very High Priority we need to have the mobile application working on the 
provided specifications as the provided specifications are low and the NowDrive 
application will not be too demanding that requires a much stronger specification. 
It does not require any speakers or cameras but will require to be able to send out 
it’s geolocation to the application when given permissions to do so by the User 
and upon request from the application. 

3.1.4.2 Requirement 2: Internet connection 
This environmental requirement acknowledges that an internet connection is 
required for the usage of this application and the time it takes to perform 
calculations for routes, login/registration as well as updating the google maps API 
real-time is dependant on the internet connection of the User because they are 
dealing with external APIs not part of the NowDrive application locally. The 
priority is Very High because if the user does not have an internet connection 
they will not be use any of the features provided by NowDrive. 

3.1.5 Usability Requirements 
There are various usability requirements which are in the following order: 

1. Easy to learn: Very High Priority 
2. Performance: Very high Priority 
3. Flow: Low Priority 

3.1.5.1 Requirement 1: Easy to learn 
This usability requirement acknowledges that the user is able to learn how to use 
the mobile application quickly without having any sort of training but have a 
common understanding of how to use a smart phone, the priority is Very High 
because if the User is not able to understand how to use NowDrive quickly it would 
delay their journey as they spend more time trying to figure out how to use the 
app instead of travelling to their destination.  

3.1.5.2 Requirement 2: Performance 
This usability requirement acknowledges that at least 90% of users should be able 
complete the main task of selecting two points on the map and selecting a route 
that would be displayed allowing them to follow it assuming that they are 
travelling in the IFSC area, have an account and meet the minimum device 
requirements. The priority is Very High as the mobile application is not being 
deployed out for Many Users and is limited in area and so long as conditions are 
met the application should work for at least more than 90% of Users. 

3.1.5.3 Requirement 3: Flow 
This useability requirement acknowledges that the user should also be able to 
close the app at anytime and if a Route had been plotted and the application had 
been closed suddenly it would open the last Route that was plotted for the User 
on the Google Maps API from a Route Stack Object. This has a priority of Low as 
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although it is nice to have a previous routes feature, it is not fundamental or a 
main feature of the application.  

3.2 Design & Architecture 
3.2.1 Activities: 

In Android Studio each feature is broken up into an “Activity” that the user can 
engage with which is then split into an xml file and java file. The xml file is 
responsible for the UI elements of the activity such as the search bar, buttons, text 
and user inputs which has an ID allocated to each of the UI elements presented in 
the xml file where it then gets utilized in the java file as it is able to identify the 
element using it’s ID and is able to perform modifications to the targeted UI 
element, gather values from the UI element inputted by the user or perform an 
action when the UI element is tapped by the User. Below is an example of a 
screenshot taken from the IDE which shows the two files that handle the Login 
feature for the application, which is the MainActivity java file and axctivity_main 
xml file.  

 

3.2.2 Firebase Database: 
The Firebase Database is what currently handles the data for the nowDrive 
application. Firebase is being utilised using two of it’s features which is its user 
Authentication and Realtime database. Implementation of firebase User 
Authentication is currently present in all activities of the NowDrive application 
which get’s the instance of the User Authentication at the top of the Java file and 
is declared as the variable mAuth. The realtime firebase implementation stores 
both user login details as well as their saved routes. The database works hand in 
hand with the User java class which contains the two variables password and email 
it also contains the Route java class which contains data regarding a route. When 
structing the data the inputs would be sent as a User or Route object to the 
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database for consistency. Below I included two screenshots of the Firebase User 
Authentication at work which is on the top and the bottom is the Database at work 
containing user information with two routes saved under the user, both of which 
are accessible on the Firebase website. 
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3.3 Implementation 
3.3.1 Registration input validation: 

 

Above is a code snippet of the input validation for Registration. The first three lines above 
are simply gathering the values as a String type and is then used in if statements below. 
The code checks if the email is empty if it is it would stop the registerUser() method and 
notify the user that an email is needed, it also checks if it has a valid format (i.e 
johnDoe33@gmail.com) with the help of the Patterns object and if found not true it would 
stop the method asking the user to input a valid email. Similarly to the email the password 
is checked to make sure it is not empty and if it is it would stop the method and notify the 
user. The password also needs to be validated, in this case it must be greater than 6 
characters and contain a Capital Letter, Number and Special Character to ensure a decent 
password is made. And the last step is that it checks that the repeat password matches 
their password to ensure they have their password correct before creating the account. 

mailto:johnDoe33@gmail.com
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3.3.2 Settings change user details/delete account: 

 

Above is a code snippet which only a part of the settings feature, in this case it is displaying 
the update password feature. After a user verifies that it is them by typing in their current 
email and password it checks what they are trying the change which is stored in the 
changeType variable. There are three possible values for this: “pass”, “email”, “acc”. 
“pass” would target the logic for changing the password, “email” is for changing email and 
“acc” is for deleting the account. After it passes account verification and checks the 
changeType variable it updates the password/email or deletes the account on the 
Firebase Authenticator and then performs that same action for the Firebase database. 
Regardless of if it was successful or not it would disappear the verification fields used to 
verify the user which only had appeared when they pressed the button to change account 
details or delete their account. After a successful action they are redirected to the login 
page and logged out. 
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3.3.3 Forgot password: 

 

This code snippet is for the forgot password feature, here it performs a similar check as seen 
in registration which is to make that there is a email inputted and that it is valid, it then uses 
the Firebase Authenticator to send out a verification email if an account exists with the email 
provided, otherwise it would fail and notify the user.  

3.3.4 Accidents Data JSON: 

Before we delve into the more complex aspects of NowDrive regarding Routes, Maps and 
Locations, we will have to look on where the data is being gathered from. The original plan 
was to have data extracted from various APIs to be inputted into the algorithm for calculation. 
Unfortunately, that was not possible (more details under headings 4 and 5). To circumvent 
this, I had to manually create a JSON file to be used locally in the algorithm to simulate the 
handling of a JSON response from an API. I manually had to look at the map of road collisions 
in Ireland on the RSA’s website (RSA, n.d.) and pin point the coordinates of them as well as 
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the three different types of accidents being Minor, Serious and Fatal all of which can be noted 
in the code snippet above. This JSON file get’s utilized in the creation of requests for the 
direction API (more info under heading 3.3.8). The JSON file is called dockland_accidents.json 
is under the assets folder in the project.  

3.3.5 Location Services: 

From this point on we will be focusing on Location, Maps and Routes codes of NowDrive all 
of which are in the HomePage.java file. Firstly, we will be discussing on how NowDrive gathers 
user location. 

As you can see from the code sniper above there is a method called getLastKnownLocation() 
which gets called in the constructor of the HomePage.java file. The first if statement if 
responsible in checking if permission was given to the application to Utilize user’s location, if 
not it will then return empty to the constructor.  

There is logic in place to handle if the user decides not to give permissions although the app 
strongly suggests turning it on, regardless with or without the permissions the app will 
continue to work the only difference is that if there’s no permission the User cannot set their 
origin at their current location. 

After the if statement if will then call on the location client object type which had been in the 
initialized in the constructor of the HomePage.java and if it is successfully the global Boolean 
variable of user location will be set to true, gathering the result and setting the setting the 
global variable of userLatLng which is an object type of LatLng to the location of the user 
before continuing on to call intialiseMap() which is responsible for initializing the map for 
NowDrive. 
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3.3.6 Map Initialization & Marker Creation: 

As seen from the previous heading the method seen in the code snippet above 
(intialiseMap()) is called after a user’s location is gathered but it is also called when there is 
no location permissions either.  

The first if statement like in the getLastKnownLocation() method is responsible for checking 
if user location permissions had been given, if not it will ask permissions once again from the 
user. The next if statement is responsible for setting myLocationEnabled on the global 
variable of map which is an object type of GoogleMap.  

After that, an OnMapLongClick listener is created which is checks if the global variable of 
markers (which is an array of Marker objects) if the size is less than 2, if it is then it would 
create markers (otherwise it would alter the user that it exceeds the maximum size of 
markers) , if the size is less than 1 it will give the marker title of “Point A” if it’s the 2nd one it 
will be given the title of Point B. It will then create a Marker variable with the MarkOptions 
variable as seen in the code snippet, afterwards adding it to the markers array and displaying 
a notification via Toast to the user saying the post was created.     
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3.3.7 Calculate Route/Routes: 
3.3.7.1 Code Segment 1 

The code segment above represents the start of the OnClickListener for when the calculate 
routes button is pressed. It starts off by inflating a popup that may or may not be used 
depending if there is going to be multiple options for routes available thus, lines 329 to 341 is 
all responsible for setting up the popup that may be set visible later on. The if statement on 
line 343 is checking if the global variable currentPoly of type PolyLine is not null, if it is not 
null then it would remove the PolyLine from the map. It also checks if the number of markers 
is less than 2 on the map on line 346, if so it then notifies the user that two points must be 
placed, dismissing the invisible popup and ending the method there.      

3.3.7.2 Code Segment 2 

This code segment is a continuation of the OnClickListener method at the use case where the 
number of markers is not less than 2. It first clears the global variable of gatheredRoutes 
variable which is an array of the Route object and initializing orginMark and destMark Marker 
variables. 
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It then performs a for loop, looping through the number of markers and setting the 
originMark the value of the Route in position 0 of the markers array and the destMark of the 
Route in position 1 in the Markers array. 

The global variable of queue which is type of RequestQueue(Originates from Volley Gradle 
(Google, n.d.)) cancels all Requests with the tag (Here Directions API call) before setting the 
loading bar animation to be visible. Afterwards an array of StringRequest types is created by 
calling the createStringRequest() method with the route Flag of false (more information under 
heading 3.3.8). 

It then loops through the array giving it the requests tags of “Here Directions API call” and 
adding them to the queue. Afterwards the variables of finalOriginMark and finalDestMark are 
assigned the same value as originMark and destMark. 

3.3.7.3 Code Segment 3 

This code segment is a continuation from the code segment before. The queue as mentioned 
from the previous segment is given a RequestFinishedListener which is handles the logic when 
the queue is finished sending requests. A new array of requests is created and is assigned the 
value gathered from the called method of createStringRequest with the route flag true (more 
information under heading 3.3.8). If it is empty after it was assigned the value then it will 
create a new Route variable and assigning the value of index 0 of the requests array to it. The 
bar then disappears to show that the calculation is finished for the user and the new route is 
added to the previousRoutes stack array type.  

Then from lines 382-391 is responsible for handling the display of polyline, duration text, 
length text and dismissing the invisible popup.  
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3.3.7.4 Code Segment 4 

This code segment is a continuation of the previous segment if the final requests array was 
not empty. The second queue global variable cancels all requests with the same tag as the 
previous queue, a for loop goes through the values in the final requests array and setting the 
tag as well as adding it to the second queue. 

A listener is then added to the second queue when it had finished doing all the api calls. It 
then checks if the global gathered routes (which is an Route array) size is greater than 2, if it 
is then the popup is displayed adding an on click listener to the cancel button to dismiss the 
popup.  

A ListView variable is created by getting the view from the popup, afterwards it initializes a 
String array of route names. 

It then loops through the gathered routes, parsing the duration string result gathered from 
the Route object as an int which is then used when a new string is added to the route names 
array. An array adapter is then created for the popup list to display the string values in route 
names (setting the adapter to the route view on like 419) and then making the loading bar 
disappear afterwards.     
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3.3.7.5 Code Segment 5 

This code segment is a continuation from the code segment before. A on item click listener is 
added to the route view where it gets the index from the selected view, uses that index in 
getting the Route from the gathered routes array which then gets added to the previous 
routes stack. From lines 428-438 is responsible for displaying the polyline on the map, 
showing the duration, length and clearing the route names array as well as dismissing the 
popup. Line 448 then moves the map camera on the origin location of the route selected.  
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3.3.8 Create Directions API Request: 
3.3.8.1 Code Segment 1 

This is a code segment showcasing the start of the createStringRequest method, it takes in 
the parameters originLat (origin latitude), originLng (origin longitude), destLat (destination 
latitude), destLng (destination longitude) and a route flag. From lines 729-736 it is declaring 
the different parts of the string as well as initializing an new array of requests to be returned.  

It then checks if the highway switch is checked and if it is then change the avoidFeatures 
variable to support avoiding highways when built in the final api url string. If the toll switch is 
checked it also checks if the avoidFeatures string is empty or not, if it is then it will only 
support avoiding the toll roads if it’s not empty it is just added to the current value of 
avoidFeatures. It then checks if it’s empty and if it’s not it adds an “&” symbol at the end to 
continue to the next parameter in the url. 
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 It then checks if the routeFlag is true, if it is then a new array is created with type Accident 
and then the from lines 767-773 it gets the JSON file (more info under heading 3.3.4) 
containing the accident data in the docklands area. It then creates a new Boolean value set 
to false which will be the routeCheck variable.  

The accidents are then looped through with a new LatLng variable created and then checks if 
the position is close to the edge (line 779), if it is then routeCheck turns into True.  

3.3.8.2 Code Segment 2 

This code segment is a continuation from the previous one, where it then continues to check 
if routeCheck is true. If it is then it will change the avoid string to support avoid areas in the 
plotting of the route. It then loops through the accidents and if the accident weight is less 
than 20, if true it then checks if the avoid variable is the same as default which only adds the 
first instance of a bbox to the string if true otherwise it would add on an additional bbox, the 
difference being the one added on has a “|” at the beginning to tell the API to add this one as 
well to avoid.   

The reasons why the values had to be changed when putting in the string is because we are 
pinpointing the corners for where to box to be drawn. In this case the formula for creating a 
box would be:  

- Top left corner: longitude-0.000188, latitude+0.000171 
- Bottom right corner: longitude+0.000204, latitude-0.000194 

The values were gathered from pin pointing two small markers on google maps to symbolize 
the corners and then comparing the differences with a marker in centre of the would-be box. 
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The method then continues to add an “&” symbol at the end so the url can accept the new 
parameter in the url. A url is then constructed on line 796 and then added to the requests 
array. Lines 799-809 is a repeat of lines the only difference being is there it doesn’t take 
weight into consideration and accepts all accidents to be avoided regardless of weighting.   

The else statement on line 811 occurs when the route flag is false and constructs only 1 api 
with the default parameters with no changes, which then gets added to the array of requests. 
At the end the array of requests get’s returned.  

3.3.9 Previous Route: 

This code block showcases the logic of how previous routes are displayed. It starts of by 
checking if the previous routes stack is empty, if it is then it would notify the user that there 
are no more previous routes, it would then continue on and pop the value out of the stack 
into an Route variable and will check if the stack is empty again afterwards, if it is then it will 
notify the user that there’s no more previous routes.  
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If it’s false then it will switch the location switch to off and turn the global Boolean var of 
locFlag to false and the searchFlag to true before calling removePoints()(More information 
under heading 3.3.10) and after the method is called it then reverts the searchFlag back to 
false. From lines 562-298 it just creates the markers and polylines on the map which is 
gathered from the popped route variable before moving the map camera to the origin of the 
route. 

3.3.10  Remove current Route: 

This code block shows the method removePoints() which is called when the remove route 
button is pressed or when there is some sort of replacement of the current route. It first 
checks if there are any markers (assuming all flags are false) if it’s true it will notify that there 
is no points on the map. If it’s false it would disappear the length and duration text, loop 
through the array of markers and if user location is checked (the global Boolean value) it will 
continue at index 0 instead of removing it, it then get’s added to an array of makers that needs 
to be removed which that array then used in line 651 to remove all the markers that had been 
requested to be removed. 

An if statement then checks if the current polyline is not null, if it’s false it would end the 
method there but if it’s true then it will then check if the location switch is checked and the 
markers isn’t empty, if it’s true the current polyline is removed, the map is cleared and so is 
the markers array, and the origin marker is placed back in its spot on the map and is re-added 
to the markers array. If it’s false it would remove the current polyline as well as clearing the 
map and markers. 
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3.3.11  Save Current Route: 
3.3.11.1 Code Segment 1 

 

The code segment above is the beginning of the on click listener for the save route button. It 
first checks if the current polyline is null, if it is then the user is notified that a route must be 
plotted. If it isn’t a popup get’s inflated (initialized) for use where the cancel button has an on 
click listener to dismiss the window when pressed. The popup’s button for saving the route 
has a on click listener as well where it first checks if the popup’s input is empty, if it is then it 
notifies that a name must be assigned to the saved route as it will be used as a primary key in 
the database. If it’s false it displays a loading bar and it gathers all the necessary values from 
the markers, current polyline, current duration, current length, and highway/toll switch 
status. The database is then referenced going into the Users table, accessing the user’s object 
and the list of routes in that object. 
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3.3.11.2 Code Segment 2 

This code segment is a continuation from the code segment before where an on-success 
listener is added to the reference task. If it is not successful it displays an error message on 
the app. If it is successful, it will then add a Boolean variable “nameFlag” to false and will 
gather the data snapshot adding it to a variable. It then loops through the children in the 
data snapshot and if it finds that the name already exists on the database it will change the 
nameFlag to true and will display a message saying the name already exists.  

An if statement then checks if the nameFlag is not true, if that if statement passes then it 
creates a new route object with the parameters created earlier and it then adds that to the 
database. At the end of the method the loading bar disappears, and the popup is dismissed. 
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3.3.12  Search Saved Routes: 
3.3.12.1 Code segment 1 

This code segment is the beginning of the route search bar on click listener. It starts off by 
clearing all from the database routes global array and the database route names global array, 
it sets the iconified of the search bar to false which will allow the enable text regardless of 
where the user presses on the bar instead of having to be forced pressing an icon.  

A database reference is then created to access the user’s routes and an value event listener 
is added to that reference. It then goes through the data and adds the route gathered from 
the database to the database routes arrays and it gets its name to be added to the database 
route names array. If it’s cancelled for any reason an error message would appear. An adapter 
is then created using the array of route names and is then assigned to the listView global 
variable of routesView.  

3.3.12.2 Code Segment 2 

This code segment is a continuation of the segment from before. An on item click listener is 
then assigned to the global variable and when it is clicked a route is gathered from the index 
of the selected and a new route variable is initialized. Database routes is then looped 
through and when the names match it get assigned to the currentRoute variable. If the 
current route is null then a message display that an error has occurred getting the route, 
otherwise it will continue on to check if the searchFlag is true which calls the removePoints() 
method (check heading 3.3.10) and change the global search flag variable to false. 
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3.3.12.3 Code Segment 3 

This code segment is a continuation of the code segment before. If the search flag is not true 
it is then changed to true and the removePoints() method and will change it back to false after 
the method is called. From lines 226-263, it gathers all the values needed from the 
currentRoute variable that is then used to add markers, polyline, duration, and length views 
for the user, at the end the focus on the bar is cleared and the map camera is then moved to 
the point of origin of the route.  
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3.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

 
Figure 2.3.2 Now Drive Login       Figure 2.3 NowDrive Registration 

3.4.1 NowDrive Login (Figure 2.2) 
This is the current GUI implementation for the login feature of NowDrive. It has an email 
and password field that the user can input their details into which will get checked by the 
application using java and then checked with the firebase API before allowing to user to 
move on to the home page (figure 2.5). If the User taps on Register it would redirect them 
to the registration page (Figure 2.3) and if they tap on Forgot Password? It would redirect 
them to the forgot password page (Figure 2.4). 
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3.4.2 NowDrive Registration (Figure 2.3) 
This is the current GUI implementation for the registration feature of NowDrive. It has an 
Email field and two password fields which all need to be filled to make an account with 
the application. The data is then verified using Java locally before sending the data to the 
Firebase API, upon success it would redirect the user to login page (Figure 2.2) and would 
send an email to the user’s provided email address for verification. 

Figure 2.4 NowDrive Password Reset      Figure 2.5 NowDrive Home Page No Route       Figure 2.5.1 Home Page save route 

 

3.4.3 NowDrive Password Reset (Figure 2.4) 
This is the current GUI implementation for the Password Reset feature of NowDrive, it has 
an email field where a password reset email would be sent to the User and upon success 
it would redirect the user to the login page (Figure 2.2). 
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3.4.4 NowDrive Home Page (Figures 2.5, 2.5.1, 2.5.2) 
This is the current implementation for the homepage feature of 
NowDrive. As you can see in figure 2.5, there is many factors at play. 
The top left symbol with the three bars when pressed will open up 
the NowDrive Home Menu (Figure 2.6). The search bar represents the 
saved routes that can be search by the user, if they user were to start 
typing in the bar it would display a filtered list of search results of 
saved route names made by the user. The use current location switch 
is for using the current location of the user as the origin in the 
calculation of the route where location access has been provided to 
the app. Avoid Highways and Avoid Tolls switches ensures when 
switched on will avoid any routing through highways or roads that 
contain tolls. The previous route button displays the route previously 
calculated for the user. The map display shows the map of the current 
location they are viewing with the geo symbol type right re-directing 
to the user’s location when enabled.  

To plot a route the user will either enable current location as origin or hold on the map 
where they want to place their origin. Then they hold on a location for it’s destination. 
The user then must press the calculate routes button where then a route would be 
created.  

Figure 2.5.1 is showcasing what UI appears when a route is calculated and the save button 
is pressed. We can see a duration and length appears for the route that had been 
calculated. A popup can be seen asking for a route name where you can cancel your save, 
or you can type in a route name and submit it to the database to be saved. 

Figure 2.5.2 shows us the UI what occurs when multiple routes have been detected in the 
calculation, this occurs when a route happens to end, go through, or start in docklands 
IFSC. It provides 3 options that are colour coded with the following: 

- Red Car: Symbolizes dangerous route 
- Yellow Car: Symbolizes moderate danger route  
- Green Car: Symbolizes safe route 
- Red Speed Dial: Symbolizes slow route 
- Yellow Speed Dial: Symbolizes moderate speed route 
- Green Speed Dial: Symbolizes fastest route 

Within the options contains a route number (1,2 or 3), the duration of a route and a length 
of the route. This gives an indication of what the route is like and would give options for 
the user to chose from, informing their decision. The box that these options are contained 
in are scrollable which supports the amount of information being given about these 
routes. The cancel button means you can cancel the routing of this route if you do not 
wish to calculate a particular route anymore.  

 

Figure 2.5.2 NowDrive Multiple 
Routes 
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Figure 2.6 NowDrive Home Menu          Figure 2.7 NowDrive Settings 

3.4.5 NowDrive Home Menu (Figure 2.6) 
This is the current GUI Implementation for the NowDrive Home Menu, which contains 
three buttons, the home button returns you back to the home page (Figure 2.5), the 
Settings button would redirect the user to the Settings page (figure 2.7) and the Logout 
button would log the User out of the mobile application and redirect them to the login 
page (Figure 2.2). 

3.4.6 NowDrive Settings (Figure 2.7) 
This is the current implementation for the NowDrive Settings page which contains 3 fields 
visible which handles the new data being inputted which gets verified by the System 
locally but also has an additional 2 fields that appears for verification (Currently not 
visible) to verify the user changes to their account which then communicates to the 
Firebase API. On success it would redirect the user to the Login Page (Figure 2.2). 

3.5 Testing 
3.5.1 Unit Testing 

Two unit tests were created specifically for NowDrive. The purpose of these unit tests is 
to test the input validation logic for Login and Registration. The reason why I opted for 
two simple unit tests is that the main priority/focus was on manual testing and debugging 
of the application in particular the route creation, map display and multiple route options 
(more details under heading 3.5.2) regardless two unit tests were created for the input 
validation of Login and Registration to verify that the logic was handling the input correctly 
as intended.  
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3.5.1.1 Login Tests 

As you can see from figure 3.1 this is the code responsible for performing the unit testing 
for the login input validation. What it simply does is while having a similar structure to the 
logic handling login validation it performs the task of checking pre-defined values and 
making sure the expected result occurs. For example in the figure we can see the test 
method of userLogin_isCorrect() where it is checking that when the correct values are 
inputted that it does not get caught by the if or else if statements and if it does it would 
throw a fail (where method fail() fails the test and assertTrue(true) passes it), this is 
ensuring that the logic in place (currently) is working as intended. There are also two other 
test methods which is userLogin_passFail() which tests the logic handling for incorrect 
password input and userLogin_emailFail() which tests the logic for handling incorrect 
email input. All these tests can be found in the file LoginTests.java under 
app/src/test/java/com/example/nowdrive.    

Figure 3.1 Login Test code 

Figure 3.2 Login Test Results 
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When you run the test you get an output as seen in figure 3.2 above, it tells us that all 
three tests have passed successfully but if it were to fail it would throw an assertion fail 
as the test manually fails if a specific condition is set. While the logic is very simplistic 
currently it does allow room for expanding complexity with regards to mocking (more 
details under heading 5 Further Development or Research). 

3.5.1.2 Registration Tests 

Above in figure 3.3 is the registration test code which is responsible for testing input 
validation for registration and follows the same logic in place (currently) for such logic 
deployed on the application. Similar to the login test we can see that there is a method of 
userReg_isCorrect() where it is checking how the input handled when correct and would 
throw a fail if the inputs were caught in any of the if/else if statements (where the method 
fail() fails the test and assertTrue(true) passes the test). There are also three other tests 
in place for registration, userReg_passFail() ensures that the password is picked up by the 
relevant if/else if statement when the input for password is incorrect, userReg_emailFail() 
ensures that the email is handled correctly and userReg_passNoMatch() which checks to 
make sure that when the inputted password and input repeated password don’t match 
that it get’s flagged by the correct if/else if statement. These tests can be found in the file 
RegistrationTests.java under app/src/test/java/com/example/nowdrive. 

Figure 3.3 Registration Test Code 
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As you can see from figure 3.3 below, it is the results when you run the registration test 
and all 4 tests pass, if one of them were to fail it would throw an assertion fail into the 
appropriate test as the fails are manually being added if a specific condition is set. 
Although this test might seem simplistic there is a solid plan for expansion which is 
outlined more under the heading 5 Further Development or Research. 

3.5.2 Manual Testing/Debugging 
I have conducted many debugging tasks in NowDrive as well as perform specific test cases 
manually to spot such bugs, some were spotted automatically but most of the bugs were 
detected manually through performing test cases. Below outlines the test cases that I had 
performed on NowDrive as well as the bugs found and their solution underneath the 
outlined test cases. 

3.5.2.1 Test Cases 
Login Test Case 

ID 01 
Description A test to make sure that the login feature is 

functional.  
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions An account was created, and email was 

verified and user is on Samsung 8 device. 
Test Data Email: emanuelivan45@gmail.com 

Password: Testing1232@B 
Steps 1. Open up the NowDrive App 

2. Input Email and Password 
3. Tap Login Button 

Expected Result User is redirected to home page and login 
was successful.  

 

Forgot Password Test Case 

ID 02 
Description A test to make sure that the forgot 

password feature works correctly. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions An account was created and email is 

verified and user is on Samsung 8 device. 
Test Data Email: emanuelivan45@gmail.com 
Steps 1. Open up NowDrive App 

2. Tap “Forget Password?” text 

Figure 3.3 Registration Test Results 

mailto:emanuelivan45@gmail.com
mailto:emanuelivan45@gmail.com
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3. Input email and tap Reset Password 
Button 

Expected Result An email is sent out to the user that would 
allow them to reset their password. 

 

Registration Test Case 

ID 03 
Description A test to make sure that registration works 

as intended. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions A completely new user with no account and 

is on Samsung 8 device. 
Test Data Email: emanuelivan45@gmail.com 

Password: Testing1232@B 
Repeat Password: Testing1232@B 

Steps 1. Open NowDrive app 
2. Tap “Register” text 
3. Input Email, Password and repeat 

password. 
4. Go to email and verify account 

Expected Result A new account is created and the user is 
able to log into the application now. 

 

Change Email Test Case 

ID 04 
Description A tests to make sure the user is able to 

change their email for their account. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions User has a valid new email they wish to 

change to, has a current account with 
verified email, is logged in and on home 
page and is on Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data Email: emanuelivan45@gmail.com 
Steps 1. Tap the menu button top left 

2. Tap Settings 
3. Input Email 
4. Tap Change Email 

Expected Result An email is sent to the new email to verify it 
and upon verification email is changed 
successfully and is able to log into their 
account with it. 

 

 

 

mailto:emanuelivan45@gmail.com
mailto:emanuelivan45@gmail.com
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Change Password Test Case 

ID 05 
Description A test to see if the user can change their 

password for their account successfully. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions The user has an account with a verified 

email, is logged in, has a new desired 
password and on Home Page and is on 
Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data Password: Testing1232@B 
Repeat Password: Testing1232@B 

Steps 1. Tap the top left menu button 
2. Tap Settings 
3. Input Password and Repeat 

Password 
4. Tap Change Password Button 

Expected Result The password is changed successfully, and 
they can log in using the new password 
from now on. 

 

Delete Account Test Case 

ID 06 
Description A test to see if the user can successfully 

delete their account. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions The user has an account with a verified 

email, is logged in, is on home page and is 
on a Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap top left menu button 

2. Tap Settings 
3. Tap delete account button 

Expected Result Account is deleted and user is redirected to 
the login page. 

 

Plot Simple Route Test Case 

ID 07 
Description A test to see if the user can successfully 

plot a simple route on the map. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions A user is logged in with their account that 

has a verified email, is on home page and is 
on a Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap and hold on your desired 

start on map to create point A 
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2. Tap and hold your desired 
destination nearby to create 
point B 

3. Tap Calculate Routes button 
Expected Result A red line should be plotted between the 

two points show casing the route on the 
map. 

 

Plot Route Using Location Test Case 

ID 08 
Description A test to see if location services work in 

context of creating a route. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions The user must have an account with a 

verified email and is logged in, on the home 
page and is on Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap Use Current Location Switch 

2. Tap and hold to create your 
desired destination “Point B” 

3. Tap Calculate Routes 
Expected Result A red line should be plotted between the 

user’s current location and the destination 
showing the route on the map.  

 

Plot Route avoiding Tolls and Highway Test Case 

ID 09 
Description A test to see if Tolls and Highways are 

avoided in the route when checked. 
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions The user has an account with a verified 

email, is logged in, is on home page and is 
on a Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap Avoid Highways Switch 

2. Tap Avoid Tolls Switch 
3. Tap and hold a position on the 

map to create your start point 
(Point A) on the map. 

4. Tap and hold a position on the 
map to create your destination 
(Point B) on the map. 

5. Tap Calculate Routes Button 
Expected Result A red line should be plotted between Point 

A and B avoiding Highways and Tolls 
showing the route on the map.  
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Multiple options for route Test Case 

ID 10 
Description A test to make sure when a factor is 

considered (Number of accidents) in the 
calculation of routes in Docklands. 

Assumptions and Pre-Conditions A user has a verified account, in on 
Samsung 8 Device, is on Home Page and 
destination is in Docklands IFSC area.  

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap and hold a position on the 

map to create your start point 
(Point A) on the map. 

2. Tap and hold a position on the 
map to create your destination 
(Point B) on the map (Must be in 
Docklands IFSC Area). 

3. Tap Calculate Routes Button 
4. Select one of the three options 

that appear on the popup for 
your desired level of speed and 
safety. 

Expected Result A red line is plotted between the two 
points taking into consideration in avoiding 
certain areas depending on user selection 
showcasing a route on the map. 

 

Save and search for route Test Case 

ID 11 
Description To test that the user can save a route and 

search for it and select it again for re-use.  
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions The user has a verified account, is on Home 

Page, a Route is calculated and is on a 
Samsung 8 Device. 

Test Data Route Name: Test Route 
Steps 1. Tap Save Route Button 

2. Input Route Name 
3. Tap Submit Button 
4. Type Route Name in Search Bar 
5. Tap the route when it appears 

Expected Result The route appears on the map exactly as it 
was from the point it was saved.  
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Previous Route Test Case 

ID 12 
Description  A test to make sure that the previous route 

that was plotted is displayed.  
Assumptions and Pre-Conditions More than 1 route was plotted previously, 

user has a verified account, is on home 
page and is on Samsung 8 device. 

Test Data N/A 
Steps 1. Tap Previous Route Button 
Expected Result The route previously should be displayed 

on the map. 
 

3.5.2.2 Bugs   
Bug ID 01 
Bug Description Google maps API key appearing on GitHub can be security 

vulnerability. 
Solution This was fixed by editing the Gi ignore file pushing it and regenerating 

the key to a different one. 
 

Bug ID 02 
Bug Description Google maps location not running 
Solution Need to add permissions to manifest and add code to check for 

permissions and ask if it is not enabled. 
 

Bug ID 03 
Bug Description Google maps routing not following roads 
Solution Removed old code that was adding the points manually from the API 

into a polyline, replaced it with extracting the 
overview polyline from the code and then used PolyUtils to decode the 
string into a List of LatLng objects to be used in the 
creation of the polyline. 

 

Bug ID 04 
Bug Description Number of points/markers exceeding 2 
Solution Logic issue in the code changed markers.size() <= 2 to markers.size() < 

2 
 

Bug ID 05 
Bug Description Remove Points only removing one at a time 
Solution RemovePoints() Method changed because when removing inside of the 

loop it causes the size of the array  
to be reduced, breaking the loop. 
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Bug ID 06 
Bug Description Location switch crashes app when switched. 
Solution The Boolean value userLocation needed to be instantiated before 

being used, thus I made the default false in the 
OnCreate method on the homePage. 

 

Bug ID 07 
Bug Description Search bar only working when icon is clicked 
Solution Created an onClick method for the searchView and made it setIconified 

to false when clicked. 
 

Bug ID 08 
Bug Description Marker not being created when location is off 
Solution Map intialized inside of OnMapReady method instead of the onCreate 

method. 
 

Bug ID 09 
Bug Description Map not avoiding tolls/highways when toggled 
Solution The API wasn't adding the "avoid=" correctly as it was missing from the 

code, I then corrected it to include it. 
 

Bug ID 10 
Bug Description Not all data is being saved for routes 
Solution Firebase Realtime database only accepts string values for it's database, 

I had to convert the object to string data types only. 
 

Bug ID 11 
Bug Description Not all of the saved routes appearing on ListView 
Solution Routes View (A list View) was inside a scrollView to fix this I had to 

move the Routes View outside of the scroll  
view into an independent constraint. 

 

Bug ID 12 
Bug Description Indexing incorrect for list selection of route 
Solution Resolved by making the route name as a primary key and adding in 

logic to make sure no duplicates exist. 
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Bug ID 13 
Bug Description Previous Route button cuasing crashing 
Solution Had to update the polyline to the new decoder that was getting it's 

polyline from the new API (HERE API) 
 

Bug ID 14 
Bug Description Map not rendering correctly 
Solution In order for the map to render correctly you will need to google maps 

API key regardless if you utilize any API calls because 
map view is reading that key regardless. 

 

Bug ID 15 
Bug Description Popup not dismissing after the 2nd time appearing when item is 

clicked 
Solution New instances of the popup were being called in the api loop, I had to 

move it into the gatheredRoutes.size>2 if  
statement and make sure only one instance is created at the beginning 
when the calculate button is first pressed. 

 

3.6 Evaluation 
3.6.1 Routing 

The routing of routes was evaluated for Now Drive, to perform this analysis two routes 
had been plotted on Now Drive which is a simple and small route and a longer route that 
takes into consideration number of accidents in the IFSC area and which option the user 
chose in relation to which type of route they wish to take, for the purposes of evaluation 
we the safest route possible determined by Now Drive had been 
chosen. We will be comparing to Google Maps as it is the most widely 
used maps service that provides routing features. 

Figure 4.1 Google Maps Simple Route Figure 4.2 NowDrive Simple 
Route 
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Regarding the simple route when performing the evaluation for NowDrive we only take 
accuracy into consideration as google maps and NowDrive should be the same in this 
regard as no additional factors are being considered in the calculation of the routing in 
NowDrive as it is located outside the IFSC area. Preferably we would want the results 
between NowDrive and Google Maps to be as similar as possible. 

As you can see from figures 4.1 and 4.2 the results are similar, they both follow the exact 
same route, provide the same duration of the journey (in this case 2 minutes) and have a 
similar length with a difference of 44 meters between the both of them. The reason why 
this difference exists is when inputting the destination coordinates into google maps that 
matched the same one being used in NowDrive it resulted in Google Maps Routing it 
closer to the intersection and focusing on the road instead on the exact pin point marker. 
The very minor difference can also visually be seen on the two figures and would match 
the 44-meter difference. This is the result we wanted from this evaluation between 
Google Maps and NowDrive. 

With regards to the IFSC route what should be expected is that the NowDrive Route would 
be longer and would have a longer duration because it takes the number of accidents that 
have occurred in the IFSC area into consideration whereas google maps does not take that 
factor into consideration. Something that should be noted is that the IFSC route had been 
plotted in avoiding the highway in both NowDrive and Google maps to view the route 
leading up to the IFSC area. As you can see from figures 4.3 and 4.4 there are many 
differences between the two. 

The first key difference to notice is the routes are different from each other which was to 
be expected, google maps has the route go directly into the centre of Dublin and continue 
onto the IFSC area whereas NowDrive avoids the centre as much as possible since we 
picked the safest route option and has detected that this route has the least amount of 

Figure 4.3 NowDrive IFSC 
Route 

Figure 4.3.4 Google Maps IFSC Route 
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accidents according to historical data meaning it prioritized this route as the safest 
compared to others. The second difference is because of the different routing it has 
resulted in different lengths and durations of the routes where Google Maps has the 
shorter length and duration and NowDrive has the longer length and duration. This was 
expected as well because of the difference in routing although they both have the same 
origin, destination and avoid the highway it has resulted in vastly different routes, 
durations, and lengths. This is the result we wanted from this evaluation as we wanted 
NowDrive to differentiate itself from other routing services such as Google maps. 

3.6.2 Scalability Costs 
Another factor that had been considered in the evaluation of NowDrive is it’s scalability 
costs with regards to it’s use of database and APIs. Starting off with the database, the 
current database implementation for NowDrive is the Firebase Realtime Database under 
the Spark plan. Under the spark plan we can have 1GB stored in the Realtime database, 
up to 100 simultaneous connections, have a maximum download of 10GB a month and 
the database only being limited to 1 project (Google, n.d.). With regards to authentication, 
it is limited to 10,000 verifications a month under the spark plan (Google, n.d.).  

As you can see from the figure above (figure 4.5) firebase provides us with a dashboard 
to keep track of usage of our real-time database. Currently in the past week there has 
been 102KB downloads and the current storage for the database is 2.28KB both of which 
are far below the threshold of needing to upgrade to the “Blaze” plan. If NowDrive were 
to expand however we do need to consider what pricing would look like for NowDrive. 
According to the pricing of the blaze plan, it can support 200 thousand simultaneous 
connections, multiple projects for the database and would cost, $5 per GB in data stored 
and $1 in GB downloaded (Google, n.d.). In terms of authentication, it would cost around 
$0.06 per verification ($0.01 for US, Canada and India). If we were to estimate what a cost 
would look like under a blaze plan with the assumption we have 1 million users, 2.28GB 
stored and 102GB downloads we are looking at a once-off payment of $60,000 for 
authentication and around $112 per month for the real-time database.  

Figure 4.3.5 Firebase Overview 
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For APIs we conducted an evaluation on the usage of Google Maps API. With the current 
free plan with google maps the benefits that are currently included are; up to 1000 static 
map requests and up to 1000 android google maps SDK requests (Google , n.d.). As you 
can see from figure 4.6 below we are under the threshold (ignoring the Directions API calls 
as that had been removed from the project and replaced with the HERE directions API) 
that would require us to pay for the service however like with firebase we would still need 
to consider potential costs if NowDrive were to ever expand. According to it’s plan, it 
would cost $2 a month per 1,000 requests for static map and $7 a month per 1,000 
android google maps SDK request (Google , n.d.). If were to require 56,000 requests for 
example from both the android google maps SDK and static map, it would cost us $585 a 
month to use which is quite expensive to use.  

To conclude, I had performed an evaluation on the scalability costs of NowDrive Google’s 
Firebase and Maps services. The gathered results and estimates in costs indicate that 
Google’s firebase is quite cheap to utilize whereas its map services are not cheap, and it 
would be best to seek out cheaper alternative’s to Google’s map service. 

4 Conclusions 
4.1 Advantages and Strengths 

NowDrive in its current state is an excellent proof of concept with working functionality 
that achieves all functional requirements as well as an additional feature of being able to 
view previous routes created for user accessibility purposes. In its current state the app is 
now able to create, store and manage both user accounts and their routes, view 
previously created routes on the same app instance, calculate a complex route taking in 
account the number of accidents that have occurred in the IFSC area employing the use 
of weights to calculate risk/reward factors such as faster speed and more dangerous, 
slower speed and more safe, average speed and average safety.  

This allows to give variety to the user in route selection as well as makes NowDrive stand 
out directly from its respective competitors. With the core functionality solidified in the 
project this gives room for many possible expansions and sets the standard of how to 
implement multiple other factors (both historical and current) other than just the number 
of accidents. The app is also very user friendly in terms of have simple controls that involve 
tapping and holding tap making this accessible to most people who can drive. 

Figure 4.3.6 Google Maps Dashboard 
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4.2 Disadvantages and Weaknesses  
Of course, not every project is perfect meaning NowDrive shares its own set of unique 
problems. One of the major setbacks for NowDrive currently is the lack of data required 
it current needs to perform more advanced calculations (more information under heading 
5) granted, it is primarily due to outside factors because of the lack of APIs and existing 
data which resulted in Data having to be manually created in the JSON file (as outlined in 
heading 3.3.4) to be utilized in the algorithm that calculates such routes. This limitation 
resulted in the calculation of routes only being pre-set to car accidents and doesn’t 
consider current data or updated historical data because of this simplistic 
implementation. The data being used is also outdated, dating between the years 2005-
2016 with no options of more recent data currently available. With regards to current 
data, due to lack of timing and resources as well as increased development time required 
because of lack of historical data, current factors are not currently considered in the 
algorithm although because of the Nature of the HERE directions API it actively avoids 
road closures and an implementation for avoid traffic congestion could be possible.   

Another setback for NowDrive is security in the application, the application currently 
employs poor security practices as the primary focus was development and to get an 
implementation up as soon as possible. This can also be addressed in the future 
development (more information under heading 5). The last setback for NowDrive 
currently is it’s testing techniques. Throughout the project manual testing has been the 
main method of testing for NowDrive with 2 very simple unit test cases being 
implemented to test account information input validation logic. This implementation of 
testing is poor as their better methods of testing such an application that can be 
considered in future development (check heading 5).    

5 Further Development or Research 
With regards to further development and research for NowDrive it would be to address 
all setbacks that current affect the app as they all can be resolved with the given time and 
resources required. The first major aspect that would need to be addressed however, 
would be the lack of data existing to be utilized by the project.  

The solution to this problem is complex but very much doable with many solutions, a 
possible solution to this problem is to simply wait it out and wait for the governmental 
bodies (in this case RSA, TII and Department of Transportation) to update their APIs to be 
functional, some data had originally been restricted because of the road traffic collision 
data is under review for data sharing policies and procedures as of 26th of April 2022 (RSA, 
2022). With regards to current data, as mentioned under heading 4.2, an implementation 
of considering current data can be implemented if we pass in an additional parameter to 
gather additional data to be considered in the algorithm. 

Another solution to this problem would be to conduct a data mining project to collect and 
format data that can be used to support NowDrive. The focus on which type of data should 
be mined is data such as car accidents, car related crimes, accident black spots and poorly 
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reviewed roads/routes. Preferably the data would need to be formatted in the form of an 
API call send back a JSON object to be supported effectively by the algorithm.  

Poor security is another setback that had been defined and needs to be addressed in 
future development. In its current state, passwords are not encrypted when placed in the 
database, although when performing authentication of the account on Firebase using its 
authentication, passwords and user id’s are automatically encrypted but when I manually 
store them on the database it is not encrypted (except for the user IDs which is used as a 
primary key). To address this is to implement encryption for passwords before being 
stored onto the database, most likely firebase would have a method on android studio 
would provide such encryption for the data. Another security concern would be the use 
of System.out.println() throughout the project, the solution to this is to simply remove 
any instances of it being called in the project to avoid being exploited by attackers. API 
keys are another area of concern where one API key has all the privileges instead of having 
restrictions, to solve this would be to restrict the API keys for only what it is being utilized 
for instead of granting all privileges to just 1 key. 

The final consideration of development and research would be improving testing on the 
project. A consideration for increasing complexity for the tests of NowDrive is to introduce 
mocking methods and classes for my unit tests to test the core functionality directly from 
the class/method instead of manually having to type out code like method/class. This can 
be done by including tools such as Mockito (Faber, n.d.) or Easy Mock (Easy Mock 
Contributors, 2022). The increased complexity and the mocking of classes/methods will 
result in better unit testing covering more lines of code and making the tests more 
accurate and efficient.   
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6.1.1 Objectives 

What I hope for this project to achieve is for the creation of an mobile application 
accessible for android users that will assist them in planning the safest route possible 
while driving, this is especially useful for new or learner drivers. More specifically, what I 
would like to be achieved during the duration of this project is the following: 

• Usage of complicated data structures and algorithms to achieve the safest 
calculated routes possible for the user. 

• A user interface that is interactive and easy to understand without a steep learning 
curve. 

• To be as accessible as possible offering a day and night mode and a mode for the 
colour blind as well. 

• An established database that will handle all possible data from the user as well as 
being aware of GDPR compliance and implementing measures to comply with 
GDPR. 

• Effective testing from user feedback in the app as well as in person demo to gauge 
an understanding of what users prefer or do not prefer. 

• Well written and up to date documentation of the mobile application to keep a 
backlog of all processes used and the history of development of the mobile 
application as well. 

• Have the application working locally around the Dublin ISFC area and potentially 
expand if the resources allow for it.  
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6.1.2 Background 
The project is called NowDrive (ND) and the reason why I had chosen to undertake this 
project over other idea I had is that this project clear and easy to understand objectives 
compared to other ideas. Not only does it have these clear and understandable objectives, 
but it is also very personal to me as I am currently a learner driver about to sit my first 
driving test and as a new driver once I get my license I would like to keep my insurance 
claim free as possible for the first 5 years to help keep my insurance quote as low as 
possible. Having this app would help me avoid dangerous routes that would cause me to 
get into an accident and having me needing to file a claim. 

There are various ways to make sure that I will set out to achieve the objectives outlined 
in section 1.0. First, having a project management/Kanban app would go a long way in 
helping me. Apps such as Trello (Atlassian, 2021),   Microsoft Project (Microsoft, 2021) 
and Monday.com (monday.com, 2021) are good examples, for this project though I will 
most likely use Trello as it is a free software and a powerful one as well. Secondly, I will 
make sure that the tasks are digestible and easy to understand making sure that it is 
possible to achieve them within the timeframe I have and I will make sure to pull back 
certain features if I feel that the project creep becomes bad. Thirdly, I will do the necessary 
research and learning to equip me with the skills necessary to achieve the technical goals 
of the project especially when handling very complicated and new processes that I had 
never implemented before such as an map mobile application and complex algorithms. 

 

6.1.3 State of the Art 
The most obvious app that would be similar to this would be Google Maps (Google, 2021). 
Google maps is an application that provides route planning to the user from point a to 
point b and allows users to add waypoints that they must go to throughout their journey 
if they so desired. Another app similar to mine would also be Waze (Waze Mobile, 2021), 
Waze informs about road closures, construction, police and other current traffic related 
data and gives you the option to choose an alternative route. Waze would be the most 
similar idea to my application by comparison compared to other apps and Google Maps. 

What makes my idea stand out from Waze, Google Maps and any other navigation GPS 
app would be that while other apps use current data, I will be using previous data and 
history to help calculate routes. For example, if a route is prone to plenty of accidents and 
there is a noticeable and clear pattern there, the app would try redirect the user to a safer 
road that isn’t prone to many accidents. Another example would be a road that had been 
reported many times to have potholes, but nothing has been done about it would also 
help the app calculate a safer route. Of course, it will still take into consideration other 
current pieces of data such as congestion and construction, but the main idea of the app 
is to pick up patterns and redirect the user to avoid dangerous roads based on the road’s 
history. 
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6.1.4 Technical Approach 
I will be approaching development with the Agile methodology. The reason why I will 
approach it this way as it will cut back on the documentation required for the project that 
would delay other key important factors of the project and as I am on a short time frame 
using Agile will be most efficient in achieving results in the given time frame. Using Agile 
will also keep me in the loop with my stakeholders as well as keeping tasks simple and 
easiest to understand and allowing me to easily adjust the project to the needs of the 
stakeholder. 

To help identify requirements in my project I will be using BABOK Chapter 7 (International 
Institute of Business Analysis, 2015) which is “Requirements Analysis and Design 
Definition”. I will be implementing four of the techniques outlined in chapter 7. These 
techniques are Data Modelling, Data Flow Diagrams, User Stories and Use Cases and 
Scenarios. The reason why I had chosen these is because I feel they are more relevant to 
the project when compared to other techniques and these techniques will be able to 
convey the requirements as clearly as possible helping me keep track of it and not to lose 
sight or focus of the main goals of the project. It is also the most effective and 
understanding the processes behind ND. 

The reason why I feel that it is more relevant to the project and helps me understand the 
requirements better is the follow: 

Data Modelling:  used to model requirements to show how data will be used to meet 
stakeholder information needs (International Institute of Business Analysis, 2015), will be 
very useful in understanding how the data will be used in ND. 

Data Flow Diagrams: used to visualize data flow requirements (International Institute of 
Business Analysis, 2015), will be good for further documentation for the data as this will 
be a very technical project having a technique that models the flow is key to 
understanding the requirements. 

User Stories: used to specify requirements as a brief statement about what people do or 
need to do when using the solution (International Institute of Business Analysis, 2015), 
will be good in understanding specific needs and actions of the stakeholder that would be 
relevant in use ND. 

Use Cases and Scenarios: used to model the desired behaviour of a solution, by showing 
user interactions with the solution, to achieve a specific goal or accomplish a particular 
task (International Institute of Business Analysis, 2015), this will be good by further 
understanding of the Stakeholder and how by clarifying their interactions with ND and 
what their goals are and what they wish to accomplish. 

As mentioned in section 2.0 I will be using project management tools to break down tasks 
into small bite sized tasks that can be done over a period of a day or week leading up to 
the overall goals for longer time periods that would take weeks or months to complete. 
This will help keep in track everything and gauge a good understanding of what will need 
to be done and when. 
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6.1.5 Technical Details 
The implementation of this project will be done using the IDE Android Studio (Google, 
2021) and with the IDE I will be programming in Kotlin and XML majority of the time. I feel 
that the implementation of a firebase database and the reason why I decided to go with 
Android Studios and Firebase is that currently I will be focusing towards android users as 
android I the fastest way to get an app up and running quickly as well as majority of phone 
users are android and the reason why firebase would be because firebase has the superior 
support for android devices and provides a free plan which suits my needs and demands 
for this project.  

Android Studio also incorporates the use of the google maps API and is supported greatly 
with well written documentation regarding it’s use in android studios. The idea is to have 
the selected algorithm plot out the route on google maps for the end-user.  

With regards to which algorithms, I am considering the main one would be the cheapest 
insertion algorithm. The reason why I am considering this algorithm would be that I can 
add and remove weights to certain routes depending on the road for example if I road has 
the shorter route but has a bad history of accidents or traffic is currently bad in the area 
it will begin to add weight to the route and may choose another route that although might 
be slightly longer it is the safer route which is the main priority of this application. Ideally, 
we would prefer routes that are Safe and Short but in certain circumstances that may not 
be the case and the slightly longer alternative route might be the safest approach to it. 
The idea of adding and removing weights between routes is very appealing to me and an 
implementation of such algorithm might be what I need for this project. 

I am also considering the nearest insertion algorithm. This is different from cheapest 
insertion algorithm because in the Nearest Insertion it will find the node that is not already 
on the route and will choose the closest the node that is close to any other node in the 
route and will stop when no more insertions remains whereas in the cheapest Insertion it 
will find a node that is not already in the route between two connected nodes in the sub-
route and will result in the shortest route possible. I feel that both nearest insertion and 
cheapest insertion are very good algorithms to implement and are similar in some aspects 
and I will need to do extensive testing and research into the stronger option of the two 
before proceeding to choosing one over the other. 

Another consideration for algorithms would be the greedy algorithm. This would be the 
opposite of the cheapest insertion algorithm as it will instead prioritize paths that have 
the highest weight to them regardless of how long the overall iteration took whereas 
cheapest insertion will take that into consideration. Because of that reason I do not like 
the idea of implementing the greedy algorithm as it would end up calculating ridiculously 
long routes for the user. 

The data needed for the calculation of the weighting of per individual node will be done 
with the use of various APIs with some of them being located on the data.gov.ie website 
regarding road history (Road collisions, pothole report, etc) and also the use of APIs 
located on the transport Infrastructure Ireland website which is data.tii.ie for live data 
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about the roads (Traffic, weather, travel times, diversions, etc). With the use of the data 
being extracted from these APIs in the weight of plots between nodes in either of the 
cheapest insertion algorithm or nearest insertion algorithm it would be very beneficial to 
finding the most effective and safe routes for the user. 

6.1.6 Special Resources Required 
Because of the nature of this project no special resources will be required such as 
hardware needs as testing can be emulated for various types of android mobile devices. 

6.1.7 Project Plan 
As mentioned in section 2 I will be using a project management tool, the tool I have 
decided to go with is Trello and I have created many tasks with one of two labels being 
either “Documentation” or “Programming Task”. A Documentation card is tied into the 
task of documenting the project from what we can see in figure 1.0 below we can see 
various cards are assigned this label such as “Create Data Model” or “Create User Stories”. 
Programming Tasks on the other hand will be dealing with the physical task for 
programming certain defined features in the card and as we can see from the figure 1.0 
there is various examples of it such as “Initial GitHub Setup” and “Implement Google Maps 
API”. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 0. Trello 

     Documentation 

     Programming Task 
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There are various stages that I have added on Trello which is Backlog, In Progress, Testing 
and Done, all are viewable in the above Figure 1.0. Backlog is the accumulation of tasks 
that had not been started yet but are planned for in advance and this is the first stage of 
any task at hand for the project. The second stage would be the “In Progress”, it is self-
explanatory where any tasks assigned to this stage are in progress and have started. The 
stage after that would be Testing, in this stage the implemented tasks will be doubled 
checked and tested on using various methodologies before moving on to the final stage 
which is “Done”, in the Done stage the task has been successfully completed and went 
through testing as well.   

But Trello it self is not enough to support my needs of tackling this project and I needed 
an implementation of an Gantt chart of sorts to help keep my tasks aligned and provide a 
consistent high level and clear view of all of the tasks, their start dates and their due dates. 
To solve this issue I have install a Plugin (Known as Power-Ups in Trello) called BigPicture. 
What BigPicture does is generates a Gantt chart for the Trello page as well as edit it as a 
traditional Gantt chart similar to how it would be done on Microsoft Project or various 
other project management applications. Below is a screenshot in figure 1.1 taken of the 
plugin in action and the current beginning of the Gantt chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1. Gantt Chart 

     Documentation 

     Programming Task 
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Above in figure 1.1 is the Gantt Chart and like in the Trello it is colour coded into 
Documentation and Programming Task. From the highest-level view now there two main 
tasks being “Create Documentation” and “Create NowDrive Mobile Application” and is 
broken up into smaller sub tasks in those two main tasks. This Gantt chart gives me a clear 
view of what needs to be done and when it needs to be done by as well as the time I have 
allocated to that task. There are plenty of sub tasks in the project for both Create 
Documentation and Create NowDrive Mobile Application main tasks lets delve into the 
sub tasks deeper and provide a more elaborate explanation for all the current subtasks.  

Documentation Sub-tasks: 

Create Data Model: It starts at the 9th of November and is due by the end of 10th of 
November. The task is to create a data model to reflect off the anticipated end result of 
the mobile application and how data is used to meet stakeholder requirements. 

Create Data Flow Diagrams: It starts on the 11th of November and is due by the end of 
12th of November. The task is to create various data flow diagrams to show how data and 
information will be used and distributed throughout the system. 

Create User Stories: It starts on the 15th of November and is due by the end of 16th of 
November and the task is to create user stories that will describe what a stakeholder’s 
needs and wants from this project would be. 

Create use Case and Scenarios:  It starts on the 17th of November and is due by the end 
of the 18th of November and it is to create use case and scenarios for the project which 
is to model the desirable result from user interaction. 

Create Mid-Point Video Presentation: It starts on the 15th of December and is due by the 
end of 21st of December, the task is to record a video presentation for the Mid-Point of 
the project. 

 

Programming Sub-tasks: 

Initial GitHub Setup: It starts on the 8th of November and is due by the end of the 8th of 
November, the task is to create a git repository for the project and set up the initial project 
file. 

Create initial basic UI and Branding: It starts on the 19th of November and is due by the 
end of 23rd of November. It is to create the branding and basic UI for the mobile 
application. 

Implement Firebase: It starts on the 24th of November and is due by the end of 7th of 
December, the task is to have a basic implementation of firebase working on the 
application. 

Implement Google Maps API: It starts on the 8th of December and it is due by the end of 
24th of December, the task is to implement the Google Maps API onto the project and 
have the basic functionality working. 
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Implement data.gov.ie API Data: It starts on the 27th of December and is due by the end 
of 7th of January 2022. The task is to get the data.gov.ie API to send data on to the project 
with data being structured and utilised on the project. 

Implement data.tii.ie API Data: It starts on the 10th of January 2022 and is due by the end 
of 18th of January 2022 and the task is to be able to receive data from the data.tii.ie API 
and get it to be utilised in the mobile application. 

Implement Algorithm: It starts on the 24th of January 2022 and is due by the end of 18th 
of February. The task is to implement the chosen algorithm onto the mobile application  
and have it be able to calculate the intended routes. 

Creating the Route/Pathing generation from Algorithm to appear in Google Maps API: 
It starts on the 21st of February 2022 and is due by the end of 15th of April, the task is to 
make the working algorithm to plot the routes on the Google Maps API. 

 

 

 

 

6.1.8 Testing 
Android studio already comes with testing implementation into the IDE that will be used 
throughout the development of this project. There are two types of testing I can 
implement in android studios which is Local unit tests and Instrumented tests. Local unit 
tests would be conducted on my Java Virtual Machine and do not require Android 
framework dependencies although the complexity for the testing will be simplified and 
only used for simple logic checking. The implementation of Local unit tests however is 
quick and simple to set up meaning I can have tests checking the logic after a change has 
been implemented to make sure any major changes did not break the code. 

Instrumented tests run on the emulator or hardware device and will need the use of 
Instrumentation APIs but offers far greater complexity for example, when you implement 
a test like this it would give access to information to the code such as the context of the 
app that is being tested and because of this it is possible to automate user behaviour in 
the app helping to test certain test cases and flag any issues that would arise. This would 
be very useful the more technical and bigger the project becomes as it allows to keep 
track of all the changes and how it affects user interaction with the mobile application. 

Although this covers technical testing there is still the issue where I would need to test 
the application and receive some form of user feedback to gauge an understanding of 
how the app is viewed by the end-user. To do this I will require to submit an ethics form 
where I will have a pop up on the mobile application asking the user if they wish to leave 
a review of the applications and give it a simple star rating system for various aspects of 
the mobile application and when I feel the app is ready to be tested against live end-users 
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I will make sure to control access to the app and having a set number of individuals being 
able to use the application. With this feedback I will be able to apply necessary changes 
to meet the demands and improve the overall quality of the mobile application. 
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6.2 Reflective Journals 
6.2.1 October: 

 

 

Month: October 

What?  
I have written up the proposal and have created a Gnatt Chart and Trello for the 
software project. 

So What?  
Because I have created the Gnatt Chart and Trello it will become easier to stay on top 
of my project and see from a high level perspective what will need to be done. I have 
also submitted my project proposal hoping it will make it easier to convey the idea of 
my project to my supervisor. 
Now What?  
The Trello and Gnatt chart will need to kept up to date as the project goes on due to 
project scope changing either it decreases and increases, the challenge here is to 
further refine my Trello and Gnatt chart with the necessary tasks at hand. I will then 
need to begin the project and will follow closely with the Gnatt Chat and Trello starting 
on reading week. 
Student Signature 
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6.2.2 November: 

 

 

Month: November 

What?  
I drafted up use case and data flow diagrams to be used in my midpoint technical report. 

So What?  
Because I have created the use case diagrams it would be easier to address the use 
cases and data for my midpoint technical report as I will be writing in accordance to the 
diagrams I have created. 
Now What?  
I will need to write the use cases to support the use case diagram as well as writing up 
the data requirements which supports the data flow diagram, I will also need to work 
on addressing my other requirements as well as creating a prototype for the show case 
which will follow some of the use cases created and represents some of the data 
outlined in the data requirement and then writing up documentation for the prototype 
on my technical report. 
Student Signature 
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6.2.3 December: 

 

 

Month: December 

What?  
I created my prototype, written up the technical report and recorded and edited my 
presentation. 

So What?  
I now have a working prototype as proof for concept as well as written up documentation 
for planning and details about the project in my technical report that will help effectively 
communicate the purpose and objectives of the NowDrive project and what has been done 
so far and what needs to be done in accordance with the requirements.   
Now What?  
I will need to continue developing my prototype next year and will need to update my 
documentation to reflect of it’s current stage as well as be prepared to answer any 
questions that people may have about my project with regards to the presentation, 
prototype or technical report.  
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6.2.4 January 2022: 

 

 

 

Month: January 

What?  
I typed up the necessary summary, intro, and details for my project showcase profile, I also 
revisited and reorganised my Trello page for the project. 

So What?  
Because I have typed up the necessary info for my project showcase it means it can be 
evaluated by my supervisor and ready for feedback and any changes necessary. Because I 
revisited my Trello page it was able to change in accordance my objective for semester 2.  
Now What?  
I will need to take a picture for my showcase profile, and I will need to start the further 
development of my project. 
Student Signature 
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6.2.5 February: 

 

 

 

Month: February 

What?  
I took a picture for my project showcase profile and I also edit the details as well in 
accordance to recommendations given to me. I created imagery to be used for the banner 
and project showcase.  
So What?  
Because I have taken a profile picture for my project showcase I will be able to come across 
as a professional and people would look further into my project. Because I have my images 
created and edited it will mean I will be able to show exactly what my project is just by 
using imagery.  
Now What?  
I will need  continue work on my project from a technical perspective and strive to improve 
my project showcase where I can. 
Student Signature 
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6.2.6 March: 

 

 

 

Month: March 

What?  
I began familiarising myself with my project again and looking up tutorials and new industry 
standards to implement for my project. 

So What?  
Because I have familiarised with my project, it will allow me to work more effectively once 
I begin to delve deeper into the production of the project. 
Now What?  
I will continue to work on my project and begin rolling out more complicated features for 
the application. 
Student Signature 
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6.2.7 April 

 

 

 

Month: April 

What?  
I have completed the technical aspects of my project with regards to the map 
implementation, route calculation, firebase database, saving/removing routes and plotting 
routes on the map. I have also kept notes of any encountered bugs and how they were 
resolved. I have also completed the poster for my project. 
So What?  
Because I have completed the technical aspects of my project it will allow me to focus on 
testing and documentation of the project and because I have kept notes of my debugging 
it gives me much more notes to write about in the documentation about testing. Because I 
have the poster completed it will make my project much more visible in the showcase. 
Now What?  
I will now need to continue in my documentation as well as implement some test cases in 
the project and I will then need to record a presentation for my project which will need me 
to create supporting slides. 
Student Signature 
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